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Summary

Ventilation of the lungs occurs as a result of rhythmic contractions of respiratory muscles, which cause an increase of volume of the chest and lungs. The respiratory muscles need to overcome the combined resistance of the respiratory organs, and the interactions of these two forces determine the dynamics of respiration.

Breathing frequency and depth are regulated by many chemical and neural mechanisms. Sensory cells of the respiratory system receive information about lung inflation and effort of the respiratory muscles, as well as changes in the characteristics of arterial blood, sending signals to the respiratory center. Rhythmic discharges are then passed to the spinal cord motoneurons, innervating respiratory muscles, to provide a continuous gas exchange in the lungs.

1. Introduction

Respiration is a cyclic process of gas exchange between atmospheric air and alveoli of lungs. Its primary function is to maintain stable levels of partial pressures of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the alveolar gas, facilitating the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the blood (see the more detailed description in Respiratory Structures and Gas Exchange).

Lung ventilation occurs as a result of rhythmic contractions of respiratory muscles, which cause an increase of volume of chest wall and lungs. Breathing rhythm, frequency and depth and, hence, volume of ventilation are regulated by many chemical and neural mechanisms. The Brainstem Respiratory Complex is the main rhythm-generating mechanisms of automatic breathing.
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